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Fund Position Accumulative Yesterday 

Corn -187,741 -15,000 

Soybeans 12,486 -10,000 

Soybean Meal -11,466 -2,000 

Soybean Oil -9,789 -3,000 

Chicago Wheat -10,705 -10,000 

KC Wheat 7,679 0 

CORN:  MIXED 

More technical selling yesterday which looks like it might 

carry on through today—CN20 settled 3.1825 (down 4).  

Weekly EIA numbers showed ethanol production at an 

average of 617k barrels per day, above prior week’s 

598k---moving in the right direction considering two 

weeks ago production was at an all-time low of 537k 

barrels per day.  Export sales out this morning for week 

ending 5/7 with old crop at 42.3 mbu and new crop 21.8 

mbu.  Although old crop was at the mid-to-lower end of 

estimates, the range was 31.5 to 59.1 and sales were 

well above prior week’s 30.5 mbu.  The 10 week average 

is 45.9 mbu.  Weather:  More precipitation (2 to 4 inches) 

could develop from central Texas into the southern and 

eastern Corn Belt through the weekend.  Expect dry and 

above-normal temps in the 6-10 day.  Overnight, CN20 

opened at settlement, 318.25.  Expect a mixed day of 

trades hoovering around the 318 price with not much 

price action.   

At the break, CN20 was ¼ higher. 

 
SOYBEANS:  LOWER 

Slow night session as we end up close to the middle of a 

6 cent range as I type 2 cents lower.  Outside markets 

are leaning to the lower side.  Reports are out.  USDA 

says the complex had a very disappointing report.  All 

were at the low end of the range with beans the best 

performer.  The good news is some Chinese 

spokesperson says  

China wants to live up to phase one deal, bad news is he 

said that they have a surplus of beans to work through.  

So maybe all those purchases of SA crop were to 

replenish stocks.  Doesn’t bode well for US bean 

shipments soon.  It does indicate that they may still need 

a lot of pork and chicken and beef though.  Which 

indirectly should keep domestic demand high.  IF stocks 

rally off the unemployment report, which can’t be 

considered positive, but maybe less negative than it 

could have been, then we have a shot at trading higher.  

Crude has done that for now, which is a plus.  Look for 

mostly mixed trading with a slightly lower open.  May 

beans go off the board as noon and only 1 contract of 

bean deliveries is still floating around as the others found 

a taker. 

Beans: V-206,380/OI-861,931(+12,374) Meal: V-

78,054/OI-436,177(+2,551) Oil: V-85,494/OI-

468,007(+1,913) 

At the break, SN20 was 2 ¼ lower. 

 

 

WHEAT:  LOWER 

Wheat posted 12-15 cent losses on Wednesday, as pressure 
continued from bearish USDA numbers the previous day. Paris 
wheat posted three days of losses, before a quiet day today, 
facing pressure from the same huge global carryout number 
that U.S. wheat is struggling to overcome. Weekly export sales 
were poor at 203k MT, in part, due to cancellations of 162k MT 
by Unknown for 19/20. New crop sales came in at the low end 
of estimates with 150k MT, as Chile booked about a third of 
that. Rain chances for the next couple of weeks would benefit 
much of the HRW belt, but is projected to bypass areas of 
SWKS again. Algeria purchased 450k MT of optional-origin 
milling wheat yesterday at $218/MT C&F, similar level as FOB 
U.S. offers, which is in line with French and Baltic values. We 
are looking at another weaker day for KC and Chicago, with 
MGEX trying to hold around unchanged on concerns of 
acreage declines. 

At the break, KWN20 was 5 ½ lower. 
 
CATTLE:  LOWER 

Cattle futures have been simply whipsawed this week, limit 
lower Monday, limit higher Tuesday, back down sharply 
yesterday in huge trade volume of 158K contracts.  It’s clear 
the futures market is as confused as everyone else regarding 
poor macro-economic news this week, topping beef markets, 
how quickly can packers get back to normal, what is the new 
normal, and what’s true value of the cash markets.  On the 
latter, yesterday we saw more $110 cash trade early followed 
up with some $115 trade thereafter, along with some $170-
185 dressed business in the North, all of which would be 
sizably higher than last week’s trade.  Top of mind this 
morning will be the boxed beef markets, which appear to 
have just made their highs.  The choice cutout was off a 
sharp $9 yesterday afternoon with more of this expected in 
coming days/weeks/months.  Of course how quickly spot beef 
prices erode is much dependent on how quickly plants get 
ramped back up, and longer term we’ll need to have a 
conversation about what we’ve just done to demand with this 
stratospheric price spike and macro-economic problems.  
Yesterday’s slaughter totaled 91K head, up from 82K last 
Weds. 
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